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Scope of Research Activities Included:

 Relevant stakeholders engaged from production to processing and to product sales

 With stakeholders' guidance, conducted a Supply chain SOW Analysis (Strength, Opportunities 
and Weakness)

 Examined the Stakeholders’ capacity – state, miners, dealers and traders, jewellers

 Development of a draft of a chain of custody system applicable to Guyana



Stakeholder 

Engagement



Stakeholders Relevant to the 

Research

 SMS Miners including the Hg free Mining Entity

 Gold Traders and Gold Dealers

 The Guyana Gold Board

 Guyana Gold and Diamond Miners Association

 Local Jewellery Establishments

 Environmental Protection Agency

 The Guyana Geology & Mines Commission:

❖ Mines Department - Mineral Processing Unit

❖ Environmental Department



Stakeholders were engaged to better 

understand the following in order to 

support the Hg free Gold Supply Chain:

 The Role of stakeholders in the Gold Supply Chain, 

challenges and successes, and ways to contribute towards 

the development of a verifiable Hg free gold supply chain

 How actors in the Supply Chain can be supported by 

Government and other agencies to strengthen their 

capacities.

 Gaps within the Supply Chain that directly affects

transparency and efficiency

 Guyana’s gold trading dynamics and the realities of the

existing chain of custody and supply chain. Identifying risks

and how they may be addressed

 The prospects of the Guyana Gold Board developing and 

implementing a separate process to purchase Hg free gold 

from miners, thus making verifiable Hg free gold available to 

the local jewellers

 How the miners and all stakeholders within the supply 

chain can be encouraged to support the production of Hg 

free gold while creating and building a market for Hg free 

gold jewellery



Chain of 
Custody & Hg 

free Verification

Stakeholder 
Engagement 

Revealed:

 Guyana’s gold supply chain is well established both formally

and informally, and has been in existence for decades

 The state, through the Guyana Gold Board controls and 

monitors all Gold trading activities locally

 Unlike many other countries, Guyana’s miners are not small

players, but professional and organized key actors

 Dealers are licensed to export and can deliver or trade gold

to the GGB. They can purchase from the miners, interior shops,

and Traders. There are approximately 9 Dealers in Guyana

 Unlike the Dealers, the Traders are only licensed to trade 

gold locally. They can purchase gold from miners, interior shops, 

and can sell to the Dealers or the GGB



Chain of 
Custody & Hg 

free Verification

Stakeholder 
Engagement 

Revealed:

 Although the GGMC and GGB have monitoring processes in 

place, there are a few existing gaps in the supply chain that could 

be addressed

 The is a need for the Development of a narrative on the

positive aspects of chain of custody implementation and

compliance with OECD Due Diligence requirements

 There is a need to promote and support the establishment of 

a well-organized monitoring system procedure with 

stakeholders, where data is recorded at each stage, 

communicated to the next stage, and then cross checked at 

the final stage with GGMC/GGB



Chain of 
Custody & Hg 

free Verification

Stakeholder 
Engagement 

Revealed:

 There is a need for the introduction, training and support on

the development of a responsible supply chain

 Many miners and stakeholders have spoken of the possibility 

to establish a hub in the interior piloting mercury free gold with 

equipment use at the end of the processing stage (concentrate 

upgrade equipment)

 There is a need to improve training and capacity building of 

Miners in Due diligence requirements especially on OECD 

guidance



Due Diligence of 

Gold Supply Chain



Due Diligence Definitions

In essence, due diligence is the process of collecting, analyzing, and reviewing records,

information, and documents on a particular matter such as an investment or a purchase. The

main objective of due diligence is to find and obtain relevant and material information so you

can make an informed business decision. (www.signaturegrouprealty.net)

1 Reasonable steps taken by a person in order to satisfy a legal requirement, especially in buying or 

selling something.(https://languages.oup.com/ )

2

3 Due diligence is an on-going, proactive and reactive process through which companies can ensure

that they respect human rights and do not contribute to conflict. Due diligence can also help

companies ensure they observe international law and comply with domestic laws, including those

governing the illicit trade in minerals and United Nations sanctions (OECD Due diligence

Guidance-Edition 3)

http://www.signaturegrouprealty.net/
https://languages.oup.com/


Why is Due Diligence in the Supply chain 
necessary?

KIMBERLEY 

PROCESS

Companies to prove 

the origin of 

purchases and 

production and that 

this does not come 

from a conflict

area

1. Diamonds Conflict

Diamond conflicts
- Diamond financed conflicts

- Human right violations

- Crime against humanity



2. Great lakes conflict

Link between 

conflict and 

mineral trade

ICGLR and OECD

UN sanctions 

DODD FRANCK ACT

HR Abuse and violence

Corruption
Child labor

LUSAKA PACT against the 

illegal exploitation of natural 

resources (3TG)
OECD GUIDANCE For

responsible supply chain of 

minerals from high-risk area 

SOURCING

COMPANY MANAGEMENT 

In 3TG

Why is Due Diligence in the Supply chain 
necessary?



Gold from GUYANA relevant to OECD Requirements

ORGANISED CRIME 

(MONEY 

LAUNDERING, DRUG 

WASHING)??

TO 
US/CANADA/EU 

OECD DD 
REQUIRED

TO INDIA,UAE, CHINA, 
OECD DD NOT REQUIRED

(UAE developing some
guidance)



Key Factors committing Guyana’s 
Supply Chain to OECD Requirements

COLOMBIA

VENEZUELA

Corruption & Human Rights violations 

(Sanctions)

Organized Trafficking, 

Corruption & Human Rights 

violations

Conflict, Corruption & 

Human Rights 

violations

BRAZIL



- In essence, due diligence is the process of collecting, analyzing, and

reviewing records, information, and documents on a particular matter such

as an investment or a purchase. The main objective of due diligence is to find

and obtain relevant and material information so you can make an informed

business decision. (www.signaturegrouprealty.net)

- Due diligence is an on-going, proactive and reactive process through which companies

can ensure that they respect human rights and do not contribute to conflict. 2 Due diligence can

also help companies ensure they observe international law and comply with domestic laws,

including those governing the illicit trade in minerals and United Nations sanctions (OECD Due

Diligence Guidance-Edition 3)

What is DD in SSM Gold supply chain

http://www.signaturegrouprealty.net/


What is DD in SSM Gold supply chain

collecting, 
analyzing, and 

reviewing

Information

Company

Business/clients

Data Activities

ONGOING 

PROCESS

BE AT ALL TIMES READY TO 

INFORM ON YOUR SUPPLY 

CHAIN PROCESS
CLIENTS-REGULATORY 

BODIES AND FOR ANY 

ENQUIRIES

FOR COMPANIES 

AND 

ORGANISATIONS

KEEP YOUR CLIENTS AND 

STAKEHOLDERS INFORMED



The Definition and 

Implementation of Due 

Diligence in the SSM Gold 

Supply Chain



Type of information Required

Legality

Stakeholders

Company information

Basic information Regular information

Risk identification

Risk Management



Type of Information

 Basic

 Legal papers

 List of workers

 Boundary of Licence area

 System of Production

 Partners and Beneficial ownership

 Bank details

 Regular information

 Risk monitoring

 Identify risks on the supply chain, 

report, correct

 Risk management – actions taken 

to deal with risk (policy, corrective, 

plan to correct, etc)



OECD DD GUIDANCE – What is it ?

Due diligence is an on-going, proactive and reactive 
process through which companies can ensure that 
they respect human rights and do not contribute to 
conflict.

Due diligence can also help companies ensure they 
observe international law and comply with domestic 
laws, including those governing the illicit trade in 
minerals and United Nations sanctions.

Risk-based due diligence refers to the steps companies 
should take to identify and address actual or potential 
risks in order to prevent or mitigate adverse impacts 
associated with their activities or sourcing decisions.



OECD DD GUIDANCE – SUPPLY CHAIN

The process of bringing a raw mineral to the consumer market involves multiple actors and 
generally includes the extraction, transport, handling, trading, processing, smelting, 
refining and alloying, manufacturing and sale of end product. The term supply chain refers 
to the system of all the activities, organisations, actors, technology, information, resources 
and services involved in moving the mineral from the extraction site downstream to its 
incorporation in the final product for end consumers

Transport

Production

Concentration
Traders

Refiners/ 

Exporter
Downstream



OECD DD GUIDANCE – 5 STEPS 
PROCESS

Since its adoption in May 2011, the Guide has become the primary 
reference for companies seeking to comply with international community 
and customer requirements for transparency and integrity in mineral supply 
chains.

1
ESTABLISH 
STRONG 

COMPANY 
MANAGEMENT 

SYSTEMS

2
IDENTIFY AND 

ASSESS RISKS IN 
THE SUPPLY CHAIN

4
CARRY OUT 

INDEPENDENT 
THIRD-PARTY AUDIT

3
DESIGN AND 

IMPLEMENT A 
STRATEGY TO RESPOND 

TO IDENTIFIED RISKS

5
REPORT ANNUALLY
ON SUPPLY CHAIN
DUE DILIGENCE



OECD 
GUIDANCE –

STEP 1:
ESTABLISH 

STRONG 
COMPANY 

MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS

OBJECTIVE: To ensure that existing due diligence 

and management systems of companies in the gold 

supply chain are structured for effective due 

diligence

1. Adopt and commit to a supply chain policy for 

identifying and managing risks for gold potentially 

from conflict-affected and high-risk areas

2. Structure internal management systems to support

supply chain due diligence

3. Establish a system of transparency, information 

collection and control over the gold supply chain.

4. Strengthen company engagement with suppliers

5. Establish a company and/or mine level grievance 

mechanism



OECD 
GUIDANCE –

STEP 2:
IDENTIFY AND 
ASSESS RISKS 

IN THE SUPPLY
CHAIN

OBJECTIVE: To identify and assess risks on the 

circumstances of extraction, processing/aggregation, 

transport, trading, and export of gold from conflict-affected 

and high-risk areas. Companies in the gold supply chain 

should use the strong management system put in place 

under Step 1 to identify and assess risks related to the gold 

they produce or purchase through their supply chain

A) Identify risks in the supply chain.

B) Assess risks of adverse impacts considering consistent
with Annex II risk guidance.





OECD 
GUIDANCE –

STEP 3: DESIGN 
AND IMPLEMENT 

A STRATEGY TO 
RESPOND TO 

IDENTIFIED RISKS

 A) Report findings of the supply chain risk assessment to

the designated senior management of the company

 B) Devise and adopt a risk management plan

 C) Implement the risk management plan, monitor and 

track performance of risk mitigation

 D) Undertake additional fact and risk assessments for 

risks requiring mitigation, or after a change of 

circumstances

OBJECTIVE: To evaluate and respond to identified risks in 

order to prevent or mitigate adverse impacts. Companies may 

cooperate to carry out the recommendations in this section 

through joint initiatives. However, companies retain individual 

responsibility for their due diligence, and should ensure that 

all joint work duly takes into consideration circumstances 

specific to the individual company



OECD GUIDANCE
– STEP 4:

Carry out 
independent

third-party audit of 
supply chain due

diligence at 
identified points in
the supply chain.

Companies at identified points (as indicated in the 
Supplements) in the supply chain should have their 
due diligence practices audited by independent 
third parties. Such audits may be verified by an 
independent institutionalized mechanism.

OBJECTIVE: To carry out an independent third-

party audit of the smelter/ refiner’s due diligence

for responsible supply chains of minerals from 

conflict-affected and high-risk areas and contribute 

to the improvement of smelter/refiner and upstream 

due diligence practices, including through any 

institutionalised mechanism to be established at

the industry’s initiative, supported by governments 

and in cooperation with relevant stakeholders.



OECD 
GUIDANCE –

STEP 5:
Report on 

supply chain
due

diligence

Companies should publicly report on their supply 

chain due diligence policies and practices and may 

do so by expanding the scope of their sustainability, 

corporate social responsibility or annual reports to 

cover additional information on mineral supply chain 

due diligence.

OBJECTIVE: To publicly report on due 

diligence for responsible supply chains of 

minerals from conflict-affected and high-

risk areas in order to generate public 

confidence in the measures companies are 

taking



Chain of Custody
 Chain of custody refers to all steps in a supply chain that take possession of the 

product, including miners, transporters, exporters, processors and manufacturers. It 

provides record of the sequence of entities that have custody of minerals as they 

move through a supply chain that allows the ability to trace a material back to its 

origin. A credible chain-of-custody system supports the truthfulness of mineral origin 

claims. Chain of custody will include documentation such as mine origin certificate, 

transport documentation, export and import records and factory receipts.

Traceability

 Traceability means the ability to follow the trail of minerals along the supply chain by 

monitoring and tracking chain of custody. For example, by using the chain of 

custody system, auditors can trace material to the mine and country of origin.



Proposed Traceability

System for Guyana’s

Supply Chain

Options



Guyana Supply Chain Context
PILOT SITE MODEL

(SIMPLE- Few actors )

MINE-

Details

of mine

Hg Free 

Production 

Recorded

GGB-

Segregated

EXPORT

JEWERLLY

Challenges

- Few mines with Hg free production hence low volumes

- Need for segregation along the supply chain- volumes low

- There must be a market influencing supply/production

Opportunities

- No intermediary actors – gold moves from mine operator to GGB

- GGB willing to segregate the production as Hg free

- Traceability system can be paper based, tagging, block chain or analytical figure

printing



Guyana Supply Chain Context

GLOBAL MODEL (COMPLEX)

MINES

MINES 

MINES

MINES

TRADER

TRADER 

TRADER

DEALER 1

DEALER 2 GGB

EXPORT

JEWERLLY

MINERS WITH 

LICENSES TO TRADE

SHOPS WITH

LICENSES TO TRADE



Guyana Supply Chain Context
GLOBAL MODEL (COMPLEX)

Miners sell to:
a. Other Miners with Licenses to Trade

b. Shops with Licenses to Trade 

(including barter)

c. Traders

d. Dealers

e. Guyana Gold Board

Miners and Shops with Licenses to Trade 

sell to:
a. Traders
b. Dealers

c. Guyana Gold Board

Traders sell to:
a. Dealers
b. Guyana Gold Board

Dealers:
a. Sell to the Guyana Gold Board

b. Export

Guyana Gold Board:

a. Exports to Refineries and Foreign 
Markets

b. Sells to local Jewellers



Guyana Supply Chain Context
GLOBAL MODEL (COMPLEX)

Challenges
- Many mines with only Mercury Free Production (supply)

- There is no Segregation mechanism along the supply 

chain
- Multiple exchanges along the supply chain

- Although there is responsibility of record at traders'

level, information gets lost

- Mix of materials at each level

Opportunities

- Formalize stakeholders

- Existing Market
- GGB and GGMC capacity are high

- Willingness to segregate materials



Traceability Overview

There are multiple way to do traceability

- Paper based

- Electronic

- Block chain

Traceability principles

- Following the gold from production along the supply 

chain to the end. Records maintained throughout the 

different stages.

- Tracking gold even if its form and location changes –

sponge, dore, smelted ingot from mine to market.



Traceability Principles

- Each item/lot should have an ID number which identifies it 

along multiple chains. i.e., 3 ounces (about 85.05 g) in 4 

jewelers and 20 jewellery pieces

ID 
01

ID 
02

ID 
03

ID 
04

ID 
05

ID 01-02-04-05 = L1

ID 02’-03- 04’-05’ =
L2

ID 01’-03”-04”-05” =
L3

L1=D1

L2-L3
=D2

L1’-L2’

L1’-L2’-D1-D2 = G1

G1=E

1

D2’= G2

G1’=E3

G1”=E4

G1”’=E5

G1””=E6

ID01= Miner's production 
L1= traders lots
L1’= other part of the same traders lots
D1= Dealers Lots
D2”= part of the dealer production
G1 = total GGB production
G2= Lost in the supply chain ( can be smelting or no
declaration)
G1’= part of the GGB production
E1= GGB Export

Miners produce
Traders Buy from 

Miners

Dealers Buy
from Traders

GGB buys from 
Dealers and Traders

Export product made with 
mixed of traced materials for 
Export (E1) and for jewerly (E3 

etc.)



El Dorado TRACEABILITY SYSTEM

1 2

3

4 5

6

1 2

3

6 5

4

Mercury free

LOT 4-5-6

LOT 1-2-3 Responsible 

refinery

Responsible 

Jewerly

Refiner with no

requirements

Jewerly with no 

requirements

GGBSITE LEVEL

EXPORT OR LOCAL SALE



Traceability System



El Dorado Traceability System

SITE LEVEL

Miners registered

Site information

recorded

Production

recorded

Transfer

/Evacuation 

recorded

Monitoring data 

recorded

GGB purchase

GGB registration

paper

Smelting/Refining

Daily sales

Ingot product

Officer registration

Jewellers and Export

Sellers's

information

Exporter 

information

LOT information

Transformation 

information

Smelting

information

Purchase information

GGB officers

Daily sales
Sellers's information 

Production info (weight) 
Localization

Site level 

information

Sales reconciliationProduction reconciliation
Sales/production/ 

transformation reconciliation



Options for Traceability

 Many options

 These require third party support- the technology provider; the

institution in need to fulfil traceability ( miner, GGMC, GGB, CI,

jeweller, refiner etc.

 In other countries in Africa Great Lakes Region, countries have 

approved traceability systems so their minerals can access 

international markets. DRC has a bagging system and a whole 

department to monitor implementation.

 Mineral exports should have a Compliance Certificate



Analytical Finger Printing (BGR)

 The Analytical Fingerprint (AFP) method refers to a scientific tool 
which can be used to check the documented origin of tin, 
tungsten, and tantalum (3T) ore mineral shipments.

 Designed as an optional proof of origin within the framework of 
mineral certification.

 AFP compares a sample from a shipment in question to reference 
samples of the documented origin stored in a database.

 AFP combines the identification of characteristic geochemical 
features preserved in mineral concentrates and applied statistics. As 
a result AFP evaluates whether the origin given in the documents of 
a shipment in question is plausible or not.

 https://www.bgr.bund.de/EN/Themen/Min_rohstoffe/CTC/Home/CT
C_node_en.html

https://www.bgr.bund.de/EN/Themen/Min_rohstoffe/CTC/Home/CTC_node_en.html
https://www.bgr.bund.de/EN/Themen/Min_rohstoffe/CTC/Home/CTC_node_en.html


Trace and Better Mining-Digital 

Platform
 The Better Mining product provides technology (temper evident 

enclosure system) to perform both Due Diligence requirements through 
a supply chain assessment.

 Caters for OECD Step 2 and 3 requirements of risk identification and risk
mitigation.

 The TRACE system has been tested in the DRC for gold and 3T and in 
Rwanda for 3T, while the Better Mining product has been tested in both 
countries and is being extended to Madagascar for mica, proving its 
adaptability.

 The Trace product provides a supply chain traceability solution based
on a tamper-evident enclosure system with verification at each stage
of the transferred batch.

 The following image shows the mechanism for implementing the better
mining / Trace Due diligence and traceability.



Trace and Better Mining

 Service Provider supports the implementation and monitoring.



Minnexx- Block Chain Platform

 Block Chain Platform

 Deploys a blockchain powered technology to record and track mines’ 
key transactions, including miners’ payments, mineral traceability, 
minerals taxation, export process, supply chain corrective actions and 
community relations.

 At a local level, mine operators use Minexx digital platforms and due 
diligence processes. This ensure that when miners extract minerals they 
are transported, processed, exported and traded in a conflict free and 
legal manner. Blockchain is immutable and so brings traceability, 
transparency and trust.

 Ensures expectations of downstream customers namely smelters, metal 
refiners and tech companies are met.

 Rwandan Government support this and also uses it to bring traceability, 
transparency and trust to the minerals sector through our blockchain 
technology. The government benefits through taxation.



Minnexx



Paper Based

 Just Gold System

 Miner keeps records

 Guyana Geology and Mines does Verifications

 Tamper proof lots

 Has worked with project support- not yet done outside project

support



Lessons Learned

 Although Guyana has a very complexed Gold Supply Chain with many actors, 
the GGMC with the GGB has an excellent paper based traceability system which 

can be extremely effective and efficient once all actors make the necessary 

recordings or documentations of production, purchases, and sales

 When referring to Guyana’s complexed and dynamic supply chain, it is important 
to consider the fact that there are miners and shopkeepers who are Licensed to 

Trade Gold, Diamonds and/or any other Precious Minerals. Oftentimes they are 

financed or supported by the bigger Traders, or the Dealers

 GGMC acts as a surrogate, issuing Trading Licenses to shops in the interior who 

barter their goods for gold or diamonds. Regulations that govern this type of 

business falls under the Guyana Income Tax (In Aid of Industry) Act, Chapter 81:02

 GGMC’s Compliance Department performs compliance sweeps or exercises 
each year. This includes all Miners with Trading Licenses, Shops with Trading 

Licenses, Traditional Traders, and Dealers who are established in the Mining 

Districts



Lessons Learned

 The GGB is required and mandated by law to buy what gold is taken to them with 
the intention to sell/ trade

 If the Miner or the seller is unable to provide a ‘Production Sheet’ to the GGB, 

there is an alternative paper traceability system in place where the seller is asked 

to provide information needed by the GGB such as the source of the gold, if the 
gold was mined or previously bought, the name and address of the seller

 The GGB in its capacity cannot verify the source of gold bought from miners. 

Therefore, it has legal agreements/ arrangements in place with the GGMC which 

makes provisions for them (GGB) to request support and information needed to 

verify source and authenticity

 Guyana is a signatory and participant to the Kimberly Process, and is recognised 

as one of the leading countries in its commitment to remove conflict diamonds 
from the global supply chain

 The GGMC has the responsible of accepting applications and issuing Goldsmith 

Licenses



Lessons Learned and Suggestions

 It is strongly suggested by many miners and other stakeholders that in order to 
decrease the need for and use of mercury in mining, the Government and GGB 
should urgently consider the purchasing blacksands from miners. This can then be 
processed, and the miner paid accordingly

 The smaller miners who lack the capacity in terms of equipment or knowledge to 
process their blacksands without the use of mercury, can take it to the medium or 
large scale miners for processing. The blacksands can either be bought, or a fee 
charged for the processing

 There were proposals once put forward by a large scale international mining 
company to purchase the tailings and blacksands from the small scale miners. 
That company uses the process of cyanidation to process their gold which means 
that the smaller miners who agreed would no longer need mercury for 
amalgamation. This model should also be considered

 Guyana already has policies and regulations in place that can accommodate 
the abovementioned processes and arrangements. The supportive agencies such 
as the GGMC, the GGB, the GNBS and the GRA are already in place



Lessons Learned and Suggestions
 The Shops, Traders or Dealers with established businesses in the interior can 

consider acquiring and operating processing plants which will allow them to 
purchase blacksands from miners and pay them for the gold that is produced as 
a result. This approach has the potential to ease the use of mercury, and increase 
the supply of Hg free gold to the market

 The GGMC with support from the GGDMA could establish a processing hub at 
several strategic points in the interior where miners would be able to take their 
blacksands for processing. This will also reduce the need for Hg, and increase the 
supply of Hg free gold to the supply chain and market. However, the challenge 
with this option is to assure the miners that their processes and transactions will be 
safe, secure, and confidential. Miners are very private about their operations and 
productions, and will not readily welcome an arrangement where it seems as 
though other miners will have access to their information

 In order to ensure that Guyana’s Supply Chain System is efficient and transparent, 
all stakeholders must be engaged and actively involved at the relevant stages of 
trade and custody. The collaboration of the various agencies is essential for the 
sector’s success as a whole



NEXT STEPS

Mine site assessment Risk identification

Management of the
risks

(Monitoring )

Make policies
Risk analysis and 

mitigations assessmentReporting



Thank you!
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